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ABSTRACT
Breast ultrasound tomography is an emerging imaging modality to reconstruct the sound speed, density, and ultrasound
attenuation of the breast in addition to ultrasound reflection/beamforming images for breast cancer detection and characterization. We recently designed and manufactured a new synthetic-aperture breast ultrasound tomography prototype with
two parallel transducer arrays consisting of a total of 768 transducer elements. The transducer arrays are translated vertically to scan the breast in a warm water tank from the chest wall/axillary region to the nipple region to acquire ultrasound
transmission and reflection data for whole-breast ultrasound tomography imaging. The distance of these two ultrasound
transducer arrays is adjustable for scanning breasts with different sizes. We use our breast ultrasound tomography prototype to acquire phantom and in vivo patient ultrasound data to study its feasibility for breast imaging. We apply our
recently developed ultrasound imaging and tomography algorithms to ultrasound data acquired using our breast ultrasound
tomography system. Our in vivo patient imaging results demonstrate that our breast ultrasound tomography can detect
breast lesions shown on clinical ultrasound and mammographic images.
Keywords: Breast cancer, reflection, sound speed, synthetic-aperture ultrasound, transmission, ultrasound attenuation,
ultrasound imaging, ultrasound tomography.

1. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the second-leading cause of cancer death among American women. The breast cancer mortality rate in
the U.S. changed little from 1930s-1990s, and has decreased only approximately 20% since the 1990s. The mortality rates
for many other cancers have been greatly reduced since 1930s. There is an urgent need to improve the sensitivity and
specificity of breast cancer imaging to reduce the breast cancer mortality rate.
Estimates of the sensitivity of mammography range from 68% to 88% with specificity from 82% to 98%.1 However, in
radiographically dense breasts, sensitivity can be as low as 30 to 48% because the normal breast parenchyma and stroma
mask the presence of masses. Dense breast tissue is common: approximately 50% of women younger than 50 years and
a third of older women have dense parenchyma and stroma;2 these are the very women for whom the risk of developing
breast cancer is the highest. As a result, the positive predictive value or PPV (the probability of having cancer for a woman
with a positive test) of a biopsy recommendation ranges from 20% in women under age 50 to 60% to 80% in women aged
50-69. PPV of 20% means that 80% of the abnormal findings with mammography turn out to be benign. False positive
findings in current breast cancer screenings result in a cost of $2 billion each year for unnecessary biopsies. Moreover, the
compression of the breast required during mammography may cause extreme discomfort and apprehension in patients,3
but is necessary to prevent overlapping of the breast tissue that could mask the presence of a mass on the mammogram. In
addition, the use of ionizing radiation limits the frequency of examinations, and the exposure to X-ray mammography for
younger women is currently not justified.
Because none of existing clinical imaging modalities can approach the ideal 100% sensitivity and specificity, a vast
number of alternative approaches to breast cancer imaging are being investigated. Ultrasound tomography (UST) was
developed as a potential quantitative imaging tool in 1970s with the pioneering work of Greenleaf et al.4, 5 and Carson
et al.6 A number of UST prototype systems were developed to study the imaging capability of UST for breast cancer
detection and characterization.7–14 In contrast to mammography, ultrasound can be used in dense breasts, and ultrasound
tomography is a safe (non-ionizing radiation) and comfortable (no compression) imaging modality. Synthetic-aperture
ultrasound acquires ultrasound reflection/transmission data of ultrasound waves propagating along various directions.15–22
Using synthetic-aperture ultrasound can improve medical ultrasound imaging and tomography.12, 14, 19–46
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(a) UST scan bed for patient to lie on the bed in the prone position

(b) Data acquisition system

Figure 1: LANL’s custom-built breast ultrasound tomography prototype installed in a clinical exam room in the building of
the University of New Mexico Outpatient Surgery-Imaging Services in Albuquerque, NM. The prototype consists of 768
ultrasound transducer elements and 384 parallel receive channels for acquiring synthetic-aperture ultrasound transmission
and reflection data. (LANL: Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Ultrasound tomography algorithms can be developed using either ray theory or wave theory. The ray-based ultrasound tomography is high-frequency asymptotic approximation of wave-based methods. Ultrasound bent-ray tomography
reconstructs the sound-speed and ultrasound attenuation distributions within the breast.11, 43, 44, 47–57 One of the primary
advantages of ultrasound bent-ray tomography is its computational efficiency that could lead to almost real-time imaging
using GPU computers.44
Ultrasound waveform tomography can properly handle complex wave phenomena in heterogeneous, dense breasts.
With the increasing computing power, ultrasound waveform tomography is becoming feasible. We recently developed a
suite of novel ultrasound waveform tomography algorithms for improving the robustness and computational efficiency of
high-resolution and high-fidelity tomographic reconstructions.42, 46, 58–62
We recently designed and manufactured a synthetic-aperture ultrasound tomography prototype with two parallel ultrasound transducer arrays for studying the clinical feasibility of breast ultrasound tomography.14 The distance between
the two transducer arrays is adjustable for scanning different sizes of breasts. We used our breast ultrasound tomography
prototype to scan patients at the University of New Mexico Outpatient Surgery-Imaging Services in Albuquerque, NM,
and acquire synthetic-aperture ultrasound transmission and reflection data for ultrasound imaging and tomography.
We briefly describe our custom-built breast ultrasound tomography prototype, give a concise overview on how ultrasound reflection data can improve ultrasound waveform tomography and on our recent work on ultrasound attenuation
tomography, and present present some in vivo patient imaging examples to demonstrate that our breast ultrasound tomography prototype with two parallel transducer arrays can detect breast lesions shown on clinical ultrasound and mammographic
images.

2. BREAST ULTRASOUND TOMOGRAPHY PROTOTYPE
The advanced technologies in manufacture of large ultrasound transducer arrays, real-time data acquisition for syntheticaperture ultrasound, computer memory for real-time data storage, solid state drives for quickly storage of a large amount
of synthetic-aperture ultrasound data, and parallel computing for high-resolution image reconstruction, enable us to build
a synthetic-aperture breast ultrasound tomography system for clinical studies. We recently designed and manufactured a
synthetic-aperture breast ultrasound tomography prototype for the in vivo patient study using parts from various companies.14 Fig. 1 shows the breast ultrasound tomography prototype that was installed in a clinical exam room in the building
of the University of New Mexico (UNM) Outpatient Surgery-Imaging Services in Albuquerque, NM, for acquiring patient
ultrasound tomography data. The prototype consists of two parallel transducer arrays (Fig. 2a), a motion control system
with two linear motion stages, a warm water imaging tank, a storage water tank with warm water, a water filtering system,
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Figure 2: Two parallel ultrasound transducer arrays (a) used in LANL’s custom-built breast ultrasound tomography prototype and (b) schematic illustration of ultrasound reflection and transmission.
a water degassing system, a data acquisition system, a master PC computer to control the operation of the entire system,
and an exam table for patients to lie down in the prone position for ultrasound tomography scanning.
The two parallel transducer arrays (Fig. 2a) consists of a total of 768 transducer elements firing ultrasound at the center
frequency of 1.875 MHz. The distance between the two parallel transducer arrays is adjustable to optimally scan breasts
with different sizes. The ultrasound transducer arrays are translated vertically to scan the whole breast from the chest
wall/axillary region to the nipple region. The system acquires ultrasound reflection and transmission data simultaneously
(Fig. 2b). The 768-channel Verasonics data acquisition system uses 384 parallel receive channels to record syntheticaperture ultrasound data: Each transducer element is fired sequentially, and all transducer elements receive ultrasound
transmission/reflection/scattering signals. It takes approximately 2.5 seconds to scan one slice, including times to move
and align the two ultrasound transducer arrays, scan the breast, and store synthetic-aperture ultrasound data to solid state
hard drives for ultrasound imaging and tomography.

3. ULTRASOUND TOMOGRAPHY WITH BOTH TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION DATA
Tomography often uses only transmission data. Ultrasound reflection data carry high-frequency spatial information of the
breast, and ultrasound reflection imaging often generates high-resolution images. In recent years, we developed a suite
of novel ultrasound ray and waveform tomography algorithms,42–44, 46, 56–62 and demonstrated that ultrasound reflection
data can improve ultrasound waveform tomography (USWT), as shown in Fig. 3.45 The numerical phantom in Fig. 3(a)
contains two small tumors with diameters of 2 mm and 8 mm, respectively. Numerical synthetic-aperture ultrasound data
are generated for two parallel ultrasound transducer arrays on the top and bottom sides of the numerical phantom. The
USWT reconstruction with ultrasound transmission data alone cannot separate the two small tumors, as shown in Fig. 3(b),
while the USWT reconstruction using ultrasound reflection alone as displayed in Fig. 3(c) can clearly separate the two
small tumors but cannot fully reconstruct the larger tumor. In contrast, USWT with both ultrasound transmission and
reflection data can well reconstruct the two small tumors, as depicted in Fig. 3(d).
Figure 4 demonstrates using a chicken phantom dataset acquired with our synthetic-aperture ultrasound tomography
prototype that ultrasound waveform tomography with both ultrasound transmission and reflection data can reconstruct
the inhomogeneous sound-speed distribution within the two pieces of chicken breast.62 The tomographic image in Figure 4(b) is obtained using the ultrasound waveform tomography method with the second-order total-generalized-variation
regularization developed by Lin and Huang (2016).62
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Figure 3: Ultrasound waveform tomography using both ultrasound transmission and reflection data significantly improves
tomographic reconstruction compared to those using either transmission or reflection data alone.45 Numerical syntheticaperture ultrasound data are generated for two parallel ultrasound transducer arrays on the top and bottom sides of the
numerical phantom in (a).

(a) Beamforming using synthetic-aperture
ultrasound reflection data

(b) Transmission-reflection ultrasound waveform tomography

Figure 4: Comparison of a beamforming image of a phantom containing two pieces of chicken breast with an ultrasound
waveform tomographic reconstruction result of the same phantom. The chicken breast phantom data are acquired using our synthetic-aperture ultrasound tomography system with two parallel transducer arrays (Fig. 1). (From Lin and
Huang (2016)62 )
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(a) Tissue-mimicking breast phantom
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(b) Illustration of one slice of the tissuemimicking breast phantom in (a)
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Figure 5: (a) A tissue-mimicking breast phantom manufactured by the University of Wisconsin. (b) Schematic illustration
of one slice of the tissue-mimicking breast phantom in (a) scanned using our ultrasound tomography prototype in Fig. 1.
(c) Ultrasound beamforming image of a slice of the tissue-mimicking breast phantom in (a) obtained using syntheticaperture ultrasound reflection data. (d) Ultrasound attenuation tomography result of the same slice of the tissue-mimicking
breast phantom obtained using ultrasound transmission data. (From Chen, Shin, and Huang (2016)57 )

Figure 6: A breast lesion is shown on a clinical ultrasound image of a patient’s left breast.
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Figure 7: Four adjacent coronal sections of ultrasound beamforming images obtained using synthetic-aperture ultrasound
data for the patient with a breast lesion as shown in Fig. 6. The breast lesion within the ellipse region in each panel can be
clearly identified.
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Figure 8: A breast lesion is shown within the circle region on a mammogram of a patient’s right breast.

4. ULTRASOUND TRANSMISSION ATTENUATION TOMOGRAPHY
Chen, Shin, and Huang (2016)57 recently developed an ultrasound attenuation tomography method using ultrasound
energy-scaled amplitude decays of ultrasound transmission signals. Our breast phantom imaging and tomography results in
Fig. 5 show that our ultrasound attenuation tomography with ultrasound transmission data complements the beamforming
image, and is able to detect some breast lesions (low-speed fibroadenoma and low-speed cancer in this case) that are not
clearly identified in the beamforming image.

5. IN VIVO PATIENT IMAGING
Our clinical collaborator (Radiologist) of the Department of Radiology at the University of New Mexico (UNM) recruited
and scanned patients using our synthetic-aperture breast ultrasound tomography prototype under a clinical research protocol
approved by the University of New Mexico Institutional Review Board (IRB). Our clinical collaborator recruited patients
from the population of patients who undergo work up mammography. These patients may have symptoms or had an
abnormal screening mammogram. A total of 29 patients were scanned, and only a few of them had breast lesions.
Patient A was recruited because her left breast had a breast lesion shown on her targeted ultrasound image within a
boxed region in Fig. 6. The UNM study personnel scanned Patient A using our breast ultrasound tomography prototype
and acquired synthetic-aperture ultrasound transmission and reflection data.
We use the acquired synthetic-aperture ultrasound data to obtain ultrasound beamforming images, and show four adjacent coronal sections of the beamforming images in Fig. 7. In each panel of Fig. 7, the coordinate value zero along the
azimuthal/lateral axis is the center position of the two parallel ultrasound transducer arrays, and the both end elements of
the two transducer arrays on the head side are at the position of approximately -105 mm. The breast lesion can be clearly
identified in the ellipse region in each coronal section in Fig. 7.
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Figure 9: Four adjacent coronal sections of ultrasound beamforming images obtained using synthetic-aperture ultrasound
data for the patient with a breast lesion as shown in Fig. 8. The breast lesion within the circle region in each panel can be
clearly identified.
Patient B was recruited for this study because her right breast had a breast lesion as shown on her mammogram in
Fig. 8. Figure 9 displays four adjacent coronal sections of ultrasound beamforming images obtained using syntheticaperture ultrasound data acquired with our breast ultrasound tomography prototype. The breast lesion is well imaged in
each panel of Fig. 9.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the clinical feasibility of our newly designed and manufactured synthetic-aperture ultrasound tomography prototype with two parallel ultrasound transducer arrays for breast imaging. The prototype consists of two parallel
transducer arrays with a total of 768 transducer elements and 384 parallel receive channels. The center frequency of the
ultrasound transducer arrays is 1.875 MHz. The distance between the two transducer arrays is adjustable for scanning
different sizes of breasts. It takes approximately 2.5 seconds to scan each slice, including times to move the ultrasound
transducer arrays, fire all 768 elements sequentially and record all ultrasound reflection and transmission data, and store
ultrasound data to solid state hard drives. A total of 40 – 70 slices are normally acquired for each breast, depending on
the breast size. We have used the prototype to acquire patient data in a clinical exam room in the building of the University of New Mexico Outpatient Surgery-Imaging Services. Our in vivo patient imaging results demonstrate that using
our breast ultrasound tomography prototype with two parallel transducer arrays can detect breast lesions shown on clinical
patient images obtained with other imaging modalities. Breast ultrasound tomography could become a non-invasive, safe
(non-ionizing radiation), comfortable (no compression), and cost-effective modality for breast cancer imaging.
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